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1997: KB of research papers



2003: New KB: papers, people,...











Rexa KB
• 8 million research papers

• 2 million authors

• 400k grants, 90k institutions, 10k venues

• User corrections
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 1. How to represent & inject uncertainty from IE into DB?
 2. IE isn’t “one-shot.”  Add new data later; redo inference.
 3. Want DB infrastructure to manage IE.
 4. Want to use DB contents to aid IE.

query
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Probabilistic Databases
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Steps to Building a KB
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evidence

Human
“corrections”

provenance

query

p(answer)

“Truth is inferred, not observed.”



Probabilistic DBs & Epistemology

Many Prob DBs:
- Inference is for answering queries about the “truth”.
- “Truth” injected from other components, 

representing uncertainty in their output.

I advocate:
- Inference for queries, plus for discovering the “truth” 

from raw observations, (e.g. extraction, matching).
- Represent all dependencies necessary for truth 

discovery models, (which are probabilistic).

“Truth is inferred, not observed.”
Constructivist Epistemology

Database stores “knowledge” = the “truth”



Practical Motivations
• Incremental KB

- Ability to add new data, evidence, corrections
- E.g. [Chu,...Doan 2007], [Mansuri, Sarawagi, 2006],…

• Uncertainty
- Ability to reflect uncertainty in query answers
- E.g. Suciu, Sarawagi, Koch, Deshpande, Re,...
- Ability to change the “truth” with new evidence

• Unified infrastructure
- Joint inference in extraction, matching & other inference
- E.g. Weikum group’s “SOPHIE”
- Raw data, provenance, human corrections in same system

Must represent all dependencies necessary for performing IE…



Outline
• Motivate “Inference inside the DB”

• Graphical models for Extraction & Integration
- Extraction  (linear-chain CRFs)

- Coreference  (pairwise & entity-wise CRFS, MCMC)

- Information Integration  (really hairy CRFs, MCMC)

• Probabilistic Programming: FACTORIE

• Probabilistic Programming inside a DB

• Ongoing Work



Conditional Random Fields

Finite state model

Undirected graphical model, trained to maximize 
conditional probability of output (sequence) given input (sequence)

transitions observations

y1          y2         y3           y4         y5          y6            y7          y8
state
  sequence

observation
   sequence

x1          x2          x3          x4          x5          x6            x7          x8

Graphical 
model

(Linear-chain) [Lafferty, McCallum, Pereira 2001]
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Information Extraction with 
Linear-chain CRFS 

Finite state model

Today   Morgan  Stanley   Inc   announced  Mr.     Friday’s  appointment. 

s1          s2          s3          s4           s5          s6            s7           s8

person name
organization name
background

Graphical 
model

state
  sequence

observation
   sequence

State-of-the-art accuracy on many tasks.
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Entity Resolution
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CRF for Co-reference
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[McCallum & Wellner 2003]
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 + mechanism for 
preserving transitivity

Make pair-wise merging
decisions jointly by:
- calculating a joint prob.
- including all edge weights
- enforcing transitivity.



Pairwise Affinity is not Enough
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Pairwise Comparisons Not Enough
Examples:

• ∀ mentions are pronouns?

• Entities have multiple attributes (name, email, institution, location);

need to measure “compatibility” among them.

• Having 2 “given names” is common, but not 4.
– e.g. Howard M. Dean / Martin, Dean / Howard Martin

• Need to measure size of the clusters of mentions.

• ∃ a pair of lastname strings that differ > 5?

We need to ask ∃, ∀ questions about a set of mentions

We want first-order logic!
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Partition Affinity CRF
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Ask arbitrary questions
about all entities 
in a partition
with first-order logic...
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How can we perform inference and learning 
in models that cannot be “unrolled” ?

Can’t use belief propagation.
Can’t use standard integer linear programming.



Don’t represent all alternatives...
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Don’t represent all alternatives... just one

she

she

Amy
Hall

sheshe

she

she

Amy
Hall

sheshe

StochasticJump

Proposal
Distribution

at a time

Markov Chain Monte Carlo



Metropolis-Hastings
SampleRank

Metropolis-Hastings for MAP

Maximum a Posteriori inference: (MAP) argmaxy∈F P(Y = y |x)1

. . . over a model

P(y |x) =
1

ZX

�

y i∈F

ψ(x , y i)

. . . using a proposal distribution q(y �|y) : F × F → [0, 1]

MH for MAP:

1. Begin with some initial configuration y0 ∈ F
2. For i=1,2,3,. . . draw a local modification y � ∈ F from q
3. Probabilistically accept jump as Bernoulli draw with param α

α = min

�
1,
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q(y |y �)

q(y �|y)
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1F is the feasible region defined by deterministic constraints, e.g. clustering,

non-projective tree
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feasible region defined by deterministic constraints
e.g. clustering, parse-tree projectivity.
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Given factor graph with target variables y and observed x
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proposal distribution
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Can do MAP inference with decreasing temperature on ratio of p(y)’s



M-H Natural Efficiencies
1. Partition function cancels

SampleRank

MH Efficiency

partition cancels
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SampleRank

MH Efficiency

factors cancel
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δy is the “diff”, ie variables in y that have changed

(UMass, Amherst) Sample Rank Vs. Contrastive Divergence IESL 6 / 27

2. Unchanged factors cancel

How to learn parameters     for                          ?

SampleRank

SampleRank
motivation

QUESTION: how do we learn θ for MH

Problem with traditional ML: inference in inner-most loop of learning
maximum likelihood requires inference for marginals
perceptron requires inference for decoding

Want: push updates (not inference) into inner-most loop of learning

Idea: use MH as a guide, exploit its efficiency, and learn to rank
neighboring samples during random walk

(UMass, Amherst) Sample Rank Vs. Contrastive Divergence IESL 7 / 27
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Partition Affinity  Results
she

Amy 
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Dr. Hall she

Leads to best-in-the-world results.
DARPA ACE coref: 69% → 82%  B3



Partition Affinity Capabilities
she

Amy 
Hall

Dana 
Hill

Dr. Hall she

Supports inference of canonical entity representation
“inferred truth”

sex:  F
FN:  Dana
LN:  Hill
title: Ms

sex:  F
FN:  Amy
LN:  Hall
title: Dr



Outline
• Motivate “Inference inside the DB”

• Graphical models for Extraction & Integration
- Extraction  (linear-chain CRFs)

- Coreference  (pairwise & entity-wise CRFS, MCMC)

- Information Integration  (really hairy CRFs, MCMC)

• Probabilistic Programming: FACTORIE

• Probabilistic Programming inside a DB

• Ongoing Work



Database A (Schema A)
First Name Last Name Contact

J. Smith 222-444-1337

J. Smith 444 1337

John Smith (1) 4321115555

Database B (Schema B)
Name Phone

John Smith U.S. 222-444-1337

John D. Smith 444 1337

J Smiht 432-111-5555

Schema A Schema B
First Name Name

Last Name Phone

Contact

John #1 John #2

J. Smith John Smith

J. Smith J Smiht

John Smith

John D. Smith

Information Integration

Entity# Name Phone

523 John Smith 222-444-1337

524 John D. Smith 432-111-5555

… … …

Schema Matching Coreference

Canonicalization: 
Normalized DB
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Schema Matching

y1 y2x3

y3

y13 y23

y12

f1 f2

Coreference and Canonicalization

€ 

P(Y | X) =
1
ZX

ψw(yi,xi) ψb(yij,xij)
yi,yj∈Y
∏

yi∈Y
∏
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ψ(yi,xi) = exp λkfk(yi,xi)
k
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y5

y7

• x6 is a set of attributes {phone,contact,telephone}}

• x7 is a set of attributes {last name, last name}

• f67 is a factor between x6/x7

• y67 is a binary variable indicating a match (no)

• f7 is a factor over cluster x7 

• y7 is a binary variable indicating match (yes)
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Schema Matching

y1 y2x3
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Coreference and Canonicalization
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∏
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ψ(yi,xi) = exp λkfk(yi,xi)
k
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⎝ 
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• x1 is a set of mentions {J. Smith,John,John Smith}}

• x2 is a set of mentions {Amanda, A. Jones}

• f12 is a factor between x1/x2

• y12 is a binary variable indicating a match (no)

• f1 is a factor over cluster x1

• y1 is a binary variable indicating match (yes)

• Entity/attribute factors omitted for clarity
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Dataset
• Faculty and alumni listings from 

university websites, plus an IE system

• 9 different schemas

• ~1400 mentions, 294 coreferent

DEX IE Northwestern Fac UPenn Fac
First Name Name Name

Middle Name Title First Name

Last Name PhD Alma Mater Last Name

Title Research Interests Job+Department

Department Office Address

Company Name E-mail

Home Phone

Office Phone

Fax Number

E-mail

Example 
schemas:



Coreference Results

PairPairPair MUCMUCMUC

F1 Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall

No 
Canon

ISO 72.7 88.9 61.5 75.0 88.9 64.9

No 
Canon

CASC 64.0 66.7 61.5 65.7 66.7 64.9No 
Canon

JOINT 76.5 89.7 66.7 78.8 89.7 70.3

Canon

ISO 78.3 90.0 69.2 80.6 90.0 73.0

Canon
CASC 65.8 67.6 64.1 67.6 67.6 67.6

Canon

JOINT 81.7 90.6 74.4 84.1 90.6 74.4

~15% error reduction from joint model

ISO = isolated    CASC = cascade   JOINT = joint inference



Schema Matching Results

PairPairPair MUCMUCMUC

F1 Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall

No 
Canon

ISO 50.9 40.9 67.5 69.2 81.8 60.0

No 
Canon

CASC 50.9 40.9 67.5 69.2 81.8 60.0No 
Canon

JOINT 68.9 100 52.5 69.6 100 53.3

Canon

ISO 50.9 40.9 67.5 69.2 81.8 60.0

Canon
CASC 52.3 41.8 70.0 74.1 83.3 66.7

Canon

JOINT 71.0 100 55.0 75.0 100 60.0

~60% error reduction from joint model

ISO = isolated    CASC = cascade   JOINT = joint inference



Ontology Alignment
Illinois Semantic Integration Archive

• Course catalog hierarchy
- 104 concepts
- 4360 data records

• Company profile hierarchy
- 219 concepts
- 23139 data records

(F1) Course Catalog Company Profile

GLUE
[Doan 2003]

89.9 81.5

Partition CRFs
[Wick, R, McCallum 2008]

94.3 84.5 state-of-
the-art
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Outline
• Motivate “Inference inside the DB”

• Graphical models for Extraction & Integration
- Extraction  (linear-chain CRFs)

- Coreference  (pairwise & entity-wise CRFS, MCMC)

- Information Integration  (really hairy CRFs, MCMC)

• Probabilistic Programming: FACTORIE

• Probabilistic Programming inside a DB
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Probabilistic Modeling 
in the Last Few Years

• Models ever growing in richness and variety
- hierarchical
- spatio-temporal
- relational
- infinite

•Complex, dynamic dependency structures

Developing the representation, reasoning and learning
for a new model is a significant task.



Probabilistic Programming Languages

• Make it easy to represent rich, complex models, 
using the full power of programming languages
- data structures

- control mechanisms

- abstraction

• Inference and learning come for free (or sort of)

Provides language to easily create new models



Small Sampling of 
Probabilistic Programming Languages

• Logic-based
- Markov logic, BLOG, PRISM

• Functional
- IBAL, Church

• Object Oriented
- Figaro, Infer.NET



Our Approach to Probabilistic Programming

• Object-oriented:  Variables, factors, inference 
& learning methods are objects, inheritance…

• Embedded in a general-purpose 
programming language.

• Scalable to many millions of variables and 
factors.  Optional DB back-end.

[McCallum, Rohanemanesh, Wick, Schultz, Singh, 2008]



Our Approach to Probabilistic Programming
“Imperatively-defined Factor Graphs”

• Imperatively defined jump functions

• Imperative variable value coordination

• Imperatively defined mapping from 
neighbor variables to features

• Imperatively defined model structure

Traditional declarative semantics 
of factor graphs, with some 
imperative definition of 
construction & operation.

// Joint segmentation, classification, coref on entities
// DATA TEMPLATES
class Document extends VariableSequence[Token]
class Token(word:String) extends CategoricalVariable(word)
class Mention extends SpanVariable[Token] {
  val entity = new RefVariable[Entity] }
class Entity extends SetVariable[Mention] {
  var canonical:String = "”
  def add(m:Mention, d:DiffList) = {
    super.add(m,d); m.set(this,d)
    canonical = recomputeCanonical(members) }
  def remove(m:Mention, d:DiffList) = {
    super.remove(m,d); m.set(null,d)
    canonical = recomputeCanonical(members) }
} 
// FACTOR TEMPLATES
new Template2[Mention,Entity] with DotStatistics1[Bool] { 
  def unroll1 (m:Mention) = Factor(m, m.entity)
  def unroll2 (e:Entity) = for (mention <- e.mentions) 
    yield Factor(mention, e) 
  def statistics(m:Mention,e:Entity) = 
    Bool(distance(m.string, e.canonical) < 0.5) 
}
// INFERENCE
val sampler = new ProposalSampler[Mention] {
  def propose(m:Mention) = {
    // Move Mention m to a randomly-sampled Entity.
    entities.sample.add(m) }
}
val documents = loadData()
sampler.process(documents.mentions), 1)

En#ty
David	  A.	  Smith

Men#on
David	  Smith
Men#on
Davi	  Smith

Men#on
D.	  A.	  Smith

Token Token Token

Span

[McCallum, Rohanemanesh, Wick, Schultz, Singh, 2008]



FACTORIE
• “Factor Graphs, Imperative, Extensible”
• Implemented as a library in Scala   [Martin Odersky]

- object oriented  &  functional
- type inference
- runs in JVM (complete interoperation with Java)

• Library, not new “little language”
- integrate data pre-processing & eval. w/ model spec
- leverage OO-design: modularity, encapsulation, inheritance

• Scalable
- large input data, factors, graphical model tree width
- efficient discriminative learning

• Integrate declarative & procedural knowledge
- Flexible, natural, easy-to-use

http://code.google.com/p/factorie



Experimental Results
• Joint Segmentation & Coreference of

research paper citations.
- 1295 mentions, 134 entities, 36487 tokens

• Compare with MLNs (Alchemy)
- Same observable features

• FACTORIE results:

- ~25% reduction in error (segmentation & coref)

- 3-20x faster

- coref results:



Outline
• Motivate “Inference inside the DB”

• Graphical models for Extraction & Integration
- Extraction  (linear-chain CRFs)

- Coreference  (pairwise & entity-wise CRFS, MCMC)

- Information Integration  (really hairy CRFs, MCMC)

• Probabilistic Programming: FACTORIE

• Probabilistic Programming inside a DB

• Ongoing Work
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AKBC with Inference inside DB
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AKBC with Inference inside DB

Documents

Extraction &
Matching

DB contains only 
one possible world 

at a time.
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Experiments in MySQL

a spokesman for IBM corp. said that IBM has a   …   for IBM

Figure 3: A skip chain conditional random field that includes
“skip” edges, or factors between tokens with the same string.
Bias factors over labels are omitted for clarity.

the STRING field):

Query 1
SELECT STRING
FROM TOKEN
WHERE LABEL=’B-PER’

In Figure 4(a) we plot query evaluation time versus the number of
tuples in the database (log scale) for both the naive and materialized
approach (over several base ten orders of magnitude). As stated
earlier, we have no way of obtaining the true probabilities, so we
estimate the ground truth by sampling and then define the query
evaluation time as the time taken to half the quad loss (squared
error) from the initial “single-sample” deterministic approximation
to the query.

For small databases, the sampler based on view-maintenance
techniques does not provide efficiency gains over the naive ap-
proach. Indeed, when the database contains just 10,000 tuples, the
two approaches perform comparably: the naive sampler is slightly
quicker (19 seconds compared to 21 seconds) possibly due to the
overhead involved in maintaining the auxiliary diff tables (recall
that the size of the diff tables is roughly 10,000 tuples because there
are that many steps between query executions). For 100,000 tuples,
the view-based approach begins to outperform the naive approach
(162 seconds versus 178 for naive) and quickly yields dramatic im-
provements as the number of tuples increases. In fact, we were un-
able to obtain the final data-point (ten million tuples) for the naive
sampling approach because we project it to take 227 hours to com-
plete. In stark contrast, the sampler based on view-maintenance
techniques takes under two-and-a-half hours on the same ten mil-
lion tuples. We are impressed with the speed of the evaluation be-
cause inference in skip chains CRFs is extremely difficult and nor-
mally takes hours to complete—even in the non-database setting.

It is worth noting that for the skip-chain CRF (and the sophis-
ticated entity-wise coreference model presented in Figure 1), the
time to perform an MCMC walk-step is constant with respect to the
size of the database. That is, if the proposal distribution only mod-
ifies a constant number of variables, then only a constant number
of tuples in the database are involved in computing the acceptance
computation (see the Appendix, Section 8.2). Therefore, because
the time to perform a single walk-step is constant with respect to
the size of the repository, only two primary factors affect scalabil-
ity: (1) the DBMS’s deterministic query execution time and (2) the
number of samples required to change the database in a meaning-
ful way. This suggests two avenues of future work for improving
scalability even further. In particular investigating jump functions
that better explore the space of possible worlds appears to be an
extremely fruitful venture with high dividends.

Next, in Figure 4(b), we plot query-evaluation error versus time
for both query evaluators on the 1-million tuple database. Recall

that the two approaches generate the same set of samples, but the
naive approach is slower because it must execute the query on each
possible world (rather than exploiting the set of modified tuples).
Impressively, the efficient evaluator nearly zeroes the error before
the naive approach can even half the error. Also, notice how loss
tends to decrease monotonically over time. This allows our ap-
proach to be used as an any-time algorithm: applications that re-
quire fine probability estimates can spend more evaluation time,
while those that are time sensitive can settle for courser estimates.
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(b) Loss versus time comparison for the two query evaluation
approaches. Query 1 is evaluated over one-million tuples.

Figure 4: The benefits view maintenance query evaluation.

5.4 Parallelization
In general, sampling approaches to query evaluation can be eas-

ily parallelized to yield impressive performance improvements. These
performance improvements are potentially even greater in the con-
text of our MCMC approach because parallelization provides the
additional benefit of generating samples with higher independence,
leading to faster mixing rates. In this section we show that run-
ning multiple query evaluators in parallel dramatically improves
the accuracy given a fixed time-span, demonstrating our system’s
potential to satisfy high-fidelity requirements in time-sensitive sit-
uations.

We evaluate the effects of parallelization as follows. First we
produce eight identical copies (initial worlds) of the probabilistic
database, each with ten million tuples. We evaluate Query 1 us-

[Wick, McCallum, Miklau 2010]
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Figure 3: A skip chain conditional random field that includes
“skip” edges, or factors between tokens with the same string.
Bias factors over labels are omitted for clarity.

the STRING field):

Query 1
SELECT STRING
FROM TOKEN
WHERE LABEL=’B-PER’

In Figure 4(a) we plot query evaluation time versus the number of
tuples in the database (log scale) for both the naive and materialized
approach (over several base ten orders of magnitude). As stated
earlier, we have no way of obtaining the true probabilities, so we
estimate the ground truth by sampling and then define the query
evaluation time as the time taken to half the quad loss (squared
error) from the initial “single-sample” deterministic approximation
to the query.

For small databases, the sampler based on view-maintenance
techniques does not provide efficiency gains over the naive ap-
proach. Indeed, when the database contains just 10,000 tuples, the
two approaches perform comparably: the naive sampler is slightly
quicker (19 seconds compared to 21 seconds) possibly due to the
overhead involved in maintaining the auxiliary diff tables (recall
that the size of the diff tables is roughly 10,000 tuples because there
are that many steps between query executions). For 100,000 tuples,
the view-based approach begins to outperform the naive approach
(162 seconds versus 178 for naive) and quickly yields dramatic im-
provements as the number of tuples increases. In fact, we were un-
able to obtain the final data-point (ten million tuples) for the naive
sampling approach because we project it to take 227 hours to com-
plete. In stark contrast, the sampler based on view-maintenance
techniques takes under two-and-a-half hours on the same ten mil-
lion tuples. We are impressed with the speed of the evaluation be-
cause inference in skip chains CRFs is extremely difficult and nor-
mally takes hours to complete—even in the non-database setting.

It is worth noting that for the skip-chain CRF (and the sophis-
ticated entity-wise coreference model presented in Figure 1), the
time to perform an MCMC walk-step is constant with respect to the
size of the database. That is, if the proposal distribution only mod-
ifies a constant number of variables, then only a constant number
of tuples in the database are involved in computing the acceptance
computation (see the Appendix, Section 8.2). Therefore, because
the time to perform a single walk-step is constant with respect to
the size of the repository, only two primary factors affect scalabil-
ity: (1) the DBMS’s deterministic query execution time and (2) the
number of samples required to change the database in a meaning-
ful way. This suggests two avenues of future work for improving
scalability even further. In particular investigating jump functions
that better explore the space of possible worlds appears to be an
extremely fruitful venture with high dividends.

Next, in Figure 4(b), we plot query-evaluation error versus time
for both query evaluators on the 1-million tuple database. Recall

that the two approaches generate the same set of samples, but the
naive approach is slower because it must execute the query on each
possible world (rather than exploiting the set of modified tuples).
Impressively, the efficient evaluator nearly zeroes the error before
the naive approach can even half the error. Also, notice how loss
tends to decrease monotonically over time. This allows our ap-
proach to be used as an any-time algorithm: applications that re-
quire fine probability estimates can spend more evaluation time,
while those that are time sensitive can settle for courser estimates.
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5.4 Parallelization
In general, sampling approaches to query evaluation can be eas-

ily parallelized to yield impressive performance improvements. These
performance improvements are potentially even greater in the con-
text of our MCMC approach because parallelization provides the
additional benefit of generating samples with higher independence,
leading to faster mixing rates. In this section we show that run-
ning multiple query evaluators in parallel dramatically improves
the accuracy given a fixed time-span, demonstrating our system’s
potential to satisfy high-fidelity requirements in time-sensitive sit-
uations.

We evaluate the effects of parallelization as follows. First we
produce eight identical copies (initial worlds) of the probabilistic
database, each with ten million tuples. We evaluate Query 1 us-

Query 1: select STRING from TOKEN where LABEL=‘PER’

1 million 
rows

1 sample per 
10k proposals

Time to reduce 
sq-error to 
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Figure 5: Multiple evaluators in parallel.

ing the usual set-up except we obtain the ground-truth by averaging
eight parallel chains for ten-thousand samples each. To evaluate the
query, we run up to eight parallel query evaluators for one-hundred
samples (with the usual ten-thousand MCMC steps in between each
sample), the results are plotted in Figure 5 and compared against
the ideal linear improvement. For example, by using two chains we
almost half the loss of the one chain evaluator. Impressively, eight
chains reduces the error by slightly more than a factor of eight,
demonstrating that MCMC sampling evaluation can be further im-
proved by parallelization.

As we can see, this simple form of parallelization is actually
quite powerful because samples taken across multiple chains are
much more independent than those taken within a single chain.
This is one reason why we actually observe super-linear improve-
ments in fidelity through parallelization. These benefits come at a
relatively small cost of (1) additional hard-drive space for storing
multiple worlds simultaneously, and (2) additional processors for
parallelization.

5.5 Aggregates

Another benefit of sampling-based approaches is their ability
to answer arbitrary relational algebra queries without the need to
close a representation system under the necessary operators. In
this section we empirically demonstrate that our system is capa-
ble of answering arbitrary extensions to relational algebra such as
aggregates. We begin with a simple aggregate query that counts
the number of person mentions in one-million tuples worth of New
York Times tokens.

Query 2

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM TOKEN
WHERE LABEL=’B-PER’

The second aggregate query retrieves documents in which the num-
ber of person mentions is equivalent to the number of organization

mentions within that document (again applied to one-million tu-
ples).

Query 3

SELECT T.doc id
FROM Token T
WHERE (SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-PER’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

=(SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-ORG’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

We plot squared error loss as a function of time for these two
queries. The ground-truth was obtained by running each query for
five-thousand samples with the usual ten-thousand MCMC walk-
steps between each sample. We see that Query 2 rapidly converges
to zero loss, and Query 3 converges at a respectable rate. In fact,
the rapid convergence of Query 2 can be explained by examining its
answer set, which we provide in Figure 9 of the Appendix. Notice
how the distribution is highly peaked about the center and appears
to be normally distributed. This is not unusual for real-world data,
and MCMC sampling is celebrated for its ability to exploit this con-
centration of measure, leading to rapid convergence.
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(Query 2 and Query 3), results reported on one-million tuples.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a framework for probabilistic databases
that uses factor graphs to model distributions over possible worlds.
We further advocated MCMC sampling techniques and demon-
strated how the Markovian nature can be exploited to efficiently
evaluate arbitrary relational queries in an any-time fashion.

In future work we would like to investigate methods for automat-

ically constructing jump functions to target specific queries. We
also wish to use our system to store and jointly model larger and
more relational datasets.
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ing the usual set-up except we obtain the ground-truth by averaging
eight parallel chains for ten-thousand samples each. To evaluate the
query, we run up to eight parallel query evaluators for one-hundred
samples (with the usual ten-thousand MCMC steps in between each
sample), the results are plotted in Figure 5 and compared against
the ideal linear improvement. For example, by using two chains we
almost half the loss of the one chain evaluator. Impressively, eight
chains reduces the error by slightly more than a factor of eight,
demonstrating that MCMC sampling evaluation can be further im-
proved by parallelization.

As we can see, this simple form of parallelization is actually
quite powerful because samples taken across multiple chains are
much more independent than those taken within a single chain.
This is one reason why we actually observe super-linear improve-
ments in fidelity through parallelization. These benefits come at a
relatively small cost of (1) additional hard-drive space for storing
multiple worlds simultaneously, and (2) additional processors for
parallelization.

5.5 Aggregates

Another benefit of sampling-based approaches is their ability
to answer arbitrary relational algebra queries without the need to
close a representation system under the necessary operators. In
this section we empirically demonstrate that our system is capa-
ble of answering arbitrary extensions to relational algebra such as
aggregates. We begin with a simple aggregate query that counts
the number of person mentions in one-million tuples worth of New
York Times tokens.

Query 2

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM TOKEN
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The second aggregate query retrieves documents in which the num-
ber of person mentions is equivalent to the number of organization

mentions within that document (again applied to one-million tu-
ples).

Query 3

SELECT T.doc id
FROM Token T
WHERE (SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-PER’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

=(SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-ORG’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

We plot squared error loss as a function of time for these two
queries. The ground-truth was obtained by running each query for
five-thousand samples with the usual ten-thousand MCMC walk-
steps between each sample. We see that Query 2 rapidly converges
to zero loss, and Query 3 converges at a respectable rate. In fact,
the rapid convergence of Query 2 can be explained by examining its
answer set, which we provide in Figure 9 of the Appendix. Notice
how the distribution is highly peaked about the center and appears
to be normally distributed. This is not unusual for real-world data,
and MCMC sampling is celebrated for its ability to exploit this con-
centration of measure, leading to rapid convergence.
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ing the usual set-up except we obtain the ground-truth by averaging
eight parallel chains for ten-thousand samples each. To evaluate the
query, we run up to eight parallel query evaluators for one-hundred
samples (with the usual ten-thousand MCMC steps in between each
sample), the results are plotted in Figure 5 and compared against
the ideal linear improvement. For example, by using two chains we
almost half the loss of the one chain evaluator. Impressively, eight
chains reduces the error by slightly more than a factor of eight,
demonstrating that MCMC sampling evaluation can be further im-
proved by parallelization.

As we can see, this simple form of parallelization is actually
quite powerful because samples taken across multiple chains are
much more independent than those taken within a single chain.
This is one reason why we actually observe super-linear improve-
ments in fidelity through parallelization. These benefits come at a
relatively small cost of (1) additional hard-drive space for storing
multiple worlds simultaneously, and (2) additional processors for
parallelization.

5.5 Aggregates

Another benefit of sampling-based approaches is their ability
to answer arbitrary relational algebra queries without the need to
close a representation system under the necessary operators. In
this section we empirically demonstrate that our system is capa-
ble of answering arbitrary extensions to relational algebra such as
aggregates. We begin with a simple aggregate query that counts
the number of person mentions in one-million tuples worth of New
York Times tokens.

Query 2

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM TOKEN
WHERE LABEL=’B-PER’

The second aggregate query retrieves documents in which the num-
ber of person mentions is equivalent to the number of organization

mentions within that document (again applied to one-million tu-
ples).

Query 3

SELECT T.doc id
FROM Token T
WHERE (SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-PER’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

=(SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-ORG’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

We plot squared error loss as a function of time for these two
queries. The ground-truth was obtained by running each query for
five-thousand samples with the usual ten-thousand MCMC walk-
steps between each sample. We see that Query 2 rapidly converges
to zero loss, and Query 3 converges at a respectable rate. In fact,
the rapid convergence of Query 2 can be explained by examining its
answer set, which we provide in Figure 9 of the Appendix. Notice
how the distribution is highly peaked about the center and appears
to be normally distributed. This is not unusual for real-world data,
and MCMC sampling is celebrated for its ability to exploit this con-
centration of measure, leading to rapid convergence.
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In this paper we proposed a framework for probabilistic databases
that uses factor graphs to model distributions over possible worlds.
We further advocated MCMC sampling techniques and demon-
strated how the Markovian nature can be exploited to efficiently
evaluate arbitrary relational queries in an any-time fashion.
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ing the usual set-up except we obtain the ground-truth by averaging
eight parallel chains for ten-thousand samples each. To evaluate the
query, we run up to eight parallel query evaluators for one-hundred
samples (with the usual ten-thousand MCMC steps in between each
sample), the results are plotted in Figure 5 and compared against
the ideal linear improvement. For example, by using two chains we
almost half the loss of the one chain evaluator. Impressively, eight
chains reduces the error by slightly more than a factor of eight,
demonstrating that MCMC sampling evaluation can be further im-
proved by parallelization.

As we can see, this simple form of parallelization is actually
quite powerful because samples taken across multiple chains are
much more independent than those taken within a single chain.
This is one reason why we actually observe super-linear improve-
ments in fidelity through parallelization. These benefits come at a
relatively small cost of (1) additional hard-drive space for storing
multiple worlds simultaneously, and (2) additional processors for
parallelization.

5.5 Aggregates

Another benefit of sampling-based approaches is their ability
to answer arbitrary relational algebra queries without the need to
close a representation system under the necessary operators. In
this section we empirically demonstrate that our system is capa-
ble of answering arbitrary extensions to relational algebra such as
aggregates. We begin with a simple aggregate query that counts
the number of person mentions in one-million tuples worth of New
York Times tokens.

Query 2

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM TOKEN
WHERE LABEL=’B-PER’

The second aggregate query retrieves documents in which the num-
ber of person mentions is equivalent to the number of organization

mentions within that document (again applied to one-million tu-
ples).

Query 3

SELECT T.doc id
FROM Token T
WHERE (SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-PER’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

=(SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM Token T1
WHERE T1.label=‘B-ORG’ AND T.doc id=T1.doc id)

We plot squared error loss as a function of time for these two
queries. The ground-truth was obtained by running each query for
five-thousand samples with the usual ten-thousand MCMC walk-
steps between each sample. We see that Query 2 rapidly converges
to zero loss, and Query 3 converges at a respectable rate. In fact,
the rapid convergence of Query 2 can be explained by examining its
answer set, which we provide in Figure 9 of the Appendix. Notice
how the distribution is highly peaked about the center and appears
to be normally distributed. This is not unusual for real-world data,
and MCMC sampling is celebrated for its ability to exploit this con-
centration of measure, leading to rapid convergence.
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Figure 6: Squared loss over time time for two aggregate queries

(Query 2 and Query 3), results reported on one-million tuples.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a framework for probabilistic databases
that uses factor graphs to model distributions over possible worlds.
We further advocated MCMC sampling techniques and demon-
strated how the Markovian nature can be exploited to efficiently
evaluate arbitrary relational queries in an any-time fashion.

In future work we would like to investigate methods for automat-

ically constructing jump functions to target specific queries. We
also wish to use our system to store and jointly model larger and
more relational datasets.
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Outline
• Motivate “Inference inside the DB”

• Graphical models for Extraction & Integration
- Extraction  (linear-chain CRFs)

- Coreference  (pairwise & entity-wise CRFS, MCMC)

- Information Integration  (really hairy CRFs, MCMC)

• Probabilistic Programming: FACTORIE

• Probabilistic Programming inside a DB

• Ongoing Work



Ongoing Application Work
• Relation Extraction from NYTimes

- 74 relation types

- 200k documents, 100k entities
- Trained (distantly) from FreeBase

- ~3 hours to train then run on test data

- 98% precision @100, 74% accuracy overall

• Entity Resolution on NYTimes
- 1+ million mentions

- Trained (distantly) from Wikipedia

- 90% pairwise F1



Ongoing Methodological Work
• More efficient inference and learning.  (Michael Wick)

• Particle filtering with DBs as particles.  (Karl Shultz)

• Massive-scale Entity Resolution.  (Sameer Singh)

• User corrections & provenance.

• Sensible query responses with identity uncertainty

• Distributed OODBs or other alternative back-ends.

• Query-specific inference.
Inference caching wrt to E[query].

• Mixed generative & discriminative modeling.

• Exercise this infrastructure on a substantial system.


